For a nonequilibrium system characterized by its state space, by a dynamics defined by a transfer matrix and by a reference equilibrium dynamics given by a detailedbalance transfer matrix, we define various nonequilibrium concepts: relative entropy, dissipation during the relaxation to the stationary state, path entropy, cost for maintaining the system in a nonequilibrium state, fluctuation-dissipation theory, and finally a tree integral formula for the stationary state. 0 I996 American Znstitute of Physics.
INTRODUCTION
For systems that are not in equilibrium, much of the general power of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics is lost. For chemical reactions, for fluids, for dynamic critical phenomena, or metastable states, and for many, many natural, social, and economic systems, specific methods have been developed to deal with time-dependent collective phenomena (see among many possible references le9). Th e a sence b of overriding laws, such as the entropy-related variational principles of equilibrium statistical mechanics, has long been lamented, although there have been many attempts, for example to define generalizations of thermodynamic functions (see Refs. 1, 2, 6, and lo-12 for recent definitions). In the present paper we use a dynamical framework broad enough to cover most of the phenomena of interest and find that there are general statements that can be made. Of course, there is a kind of complementarity principle. The vast range of nonequilibrium phenomena in open systems precludes certain kinds of specific predictions and forces on us a level of abstraction that may limit usefulness.
The framework is the master equation. A state space and transition probabilities between states are given. This will not describe situations where quantum interference is important, but is nevertheless rather comprehensive-even finite memory effects can be included by enlarging the state space. In its various forms, for example, the Fokker-Planck equation, the master equation has already been used in many contexts., Our goal will be to seek general versions of the broadest kind of equilibrium information, things analogous to entropy inequalities, fluctuation-dissipation theorems, and the characterization of the steady state, when there is one.
Label the states x, y E X and the transition probabilities R,, , defined as the (conditional) probability that the state of the system at time t+ At is x, given that it was y at time t. For most of the present paper, we take X and At finite. The stochastic matrix R is not assumed to satisfy detailed balance (for any vector) and indeed it is this feature that is of greatest interest. To avoid irrelevant mathematical complications, R is assumed to be irreducible.
For some of our results it would be easy to take continuum limits. Indeed in previous works (Refs. 13-15) we used the master equation approach advocated here to define a metastable state and in Ref. 16 to establish "self-organized criticality" (see Refs. 17 and 18) in a model system. These results were based on showing the disappearance of an energy gap, clearly going beyond the finite state context. Similarly, in Ref. 19 various critical properties in directed percolation derive from the spectrum and eigenfunctions of the matrix R, in particular, its infinite.size limit.
Within this framework there emerges the important general concept of current. By this we mean the flow of probability that can exist, even in the stationary state: JxY=  where Rp=j?. Currents, in particular current loops, which do not exist at equilibrium, are essential to anything one would consider complex as a dynamical system (see, e.g., Ref. 20 for different perspectives and Ref. 21 for other opinions). One must be careful here to distinguish currents in X from currents in an underlying physical coordinate space. For example, in this terminology, heat conduction with detailed balance is not complex, even though it is not in equilibrium. We shall discuss these matters in another publication.
The present paper is intended as an exposition of our general framework. In developing this framework we have had a number of examples in mind and in future publications we intend to exhibit these applications. However, because the present exposition is already rather lengthy, we will give only minimal indications of these examples. It is also clear that the wealth of potential applications will require tweaking of our framework. For example, directed percolation on finite systems generally has a trivial (absorbing) stationary state. By minor modification of the dynamics the interesting behavior of such systems can be studied with the present techniques (see, for example Ref. 22) . However, in the present paper we do not focus-on those issues.
Summary of results. A natural construct is the relative entropy S(plq) = -Z,p, log(p,lq,) of two distributions. For equilibrium theory this is already important [e.g., if q is the Gibbs state, S(plq) is essentially a thermodynamic potential] and it is also used extensively in information theory. It is easy to show (and well known) that Much of this work focuses on the invariant state of R, which is called E Thus p= RF The analog of the entropy increase in equilibrium'systems is the fact that S(plpT can only increase as R is successively applied to p. In fact, we have a stronger statement: If 6 is small and pdx)=Fb)exp(&#)h then S(PS~~ --8(&),7/2. This allows bounds on the rate of approach to stationarity (i.e., p->. Let 'R be the transpose of R and ('R)* be its adjoint with respect to the inner product using pas a weight. Let 'pi be the eigenvector of 'R('R) * with maximum eigenvalue h,, , different from 1, then This is a statement about dissipation and fluctuations, although in a moment we shall get to the usual form. In this context we are also able to get results on "excess work," a concept that has been used in the chemical literature. " One question of great interest is, what does it "cost" to keep the system out of equilibrium? The matrix R can describe a system with temperature gradients, with sunlight, with wind, with currency exchange rate shifts. How can one associate a general cost? Given the broad nature of our goals, we preferred not to model the reservoirs that maintain R's imbalances. Rather, we assume that R is to be compared with a fiducial W, which is a transition matrix with an equilibrium state and detailed balance [W,,p,,(y) = W,,p,,(x)]. For example, if R describes RayleighBenard flow, then W could represent a world uniformly at the temperature of the upper (or the colder) plate. The cost should then be what it takes to heat the lower plate. The choice of W is made by the observer and is partly conventional, depending on what the observer or designer intends to do with the R matrix. For example, in a Camot cycle completed by a necessarily out-of-equilibrium engine, depending on whether the cycle is used to move a car or function as a refrigerator, W would be the thermal state at low or high temperature, respectively. However, within our general framework one is not committed to such a detailed point of view.
By considering a path entropy, we find it appropriate to define AtY(R,F,W)=-x R,,F(y)log X,Y to be the dissipation per time step required to maintain the state p, against a tendency to relax to equilibrium. The following remarkable inequality emerges:
This inequality is proved for Fnear equilibrium. It means that if we start with a certain stationary state and switch off the reservoirs defining R, so that Fstarts to relax to the equilibrium peq by the W evolution, the dissipation per unit time is always less than four times the cost to maintain F, as defined by the path entropy.
To state a nonequilibrium fluctuation-dissipation theorem in a form similar to its usual equilibrium formulation, it is necessary to climb down from the grand generality adopted until this point. A distinction must be drawn between fast and slow variables-the motion of one dissipates while the others fluctuate. In the context of our master equation model we achieve this result. In fact, what we get is stronger than what is known in the equilibrium case. In particular, we have independent expressions for fluctuation and dissipation and the comparison of these expressions gives the fluctuation-dissipation statement, while traditional derivations do not give separate expressions for fluctuation and dissipation. Note that the state around which this generalized fluctuation dissipation theorem holds is nor equilibrium but is the stationary state g More precisely, let A be a slow variable of the system that is chosen to be a left eigenvector of the transfer matrix R whose eigenvalue is close to 1, and let pn be a perturbation of the stationary state, such that (A(0)),a (average of A at time 0 in the state p,) is given, then the dissipation is
while the fluctuation is
The elimination of X-1 then provides the analog of the fluctuation-dissipation relation in a nonequilibrium stationary state. Finally, we state a generalization of the Onsager reciprocity relations for a general nonequilibrium system. The Onsager coefficients Lkj are not, in general, symmetric, but they are symmetric in the case of detailed balance dynamics.
In general, most of our statements (with the exception of the statements of Sets. II A and II B), hold for states near the stationary state, or for stationary states near an equilibrium state of reference (and an R matrix near a detailed balance matrix W). In our general framework, it is difficult to estimate how "near" one must be so that our statements remain valid. In particular, we do not discuss criticality (although everything we say is valid in this context too). Finally, we present a general expression for the stationary state of any stochastic matrix R. This is potentially important: for equilibrium theory, merely writing down the Gibbs state, exp( -pH), is a major step toward calculating various quantities. Our expression for the state is in terms of a sum over spanning trees built out of R and is reminiscent of a path integral formula; actually it is a "tree-integral formula." At the computational level this may turn out to be difficult to work with. (An Ising model with 5 spins has a 32X32 transition matrix. The number of spanning trees on 32 objects is about 1045.) However, for formal manipulations it should be useful; for example, it could lead to an abstract definition of nonequilibrium phase transition.
II. DISSIPATION DURING THE RELAXATION TO THE STATIONARY STATE
In the following, X denotes a discrete space with points x,y,... . We start by recalling elementary facts about probability distributions and their entropy on X.
A. Relative entropy of two probability distributions Let p and 4 be two probability distributions on X. The relative entropy is defined to be
By convention, 0 log O=O. It follows that s(Plq)so.
The proof is immediate. We have (2.1)
where
Remark: If pis an equilibrium distribution of the form F(x) =exp(-PE,)/R, the quantity S is (up to ,a sign) the corresponding thermodynamic potential. Specifically, S( qlp) = p[ p-FJ , where F = -T log F (the usual free energy) and F, = ( E)g -T( -Zq log q).
B. increase of the relative entropy
The result below, Eq. (2.2), is derived as in Ref. 23 but adapted to our notation. We consider two distributions po,qo and a Markov chain on X, with transition matrix R,, Wxy=Ly is the probability that starting from y, one has a transition y--+x in unit time step). We call pl, q, the probability distributions at time 1,
Proof Consider the states of the Markov chain at times 0 and 1, namely {x0 ,x1}. If the initial probability distribution is po, the joint law of {x0,x1} is P(xo,xl) = Rxlx$,-,(xg), and if the initial probability distribution is qo, the joint law of {xo,xl} is Q(no,xi) = R,l,OqO(xo). Then
Now, we compute S( PI&) in a different way. We can write P and Q by conditioning the past x0 knowing the future x1 in the following way:
where p t(x,) [resp., q,(x,)] are the distribution probabilities of x,, the initial distribution of x0 being p&d [rev., q&0)1, and where rxlxo is the distribution probability of x0, knowing that the position at time 1 of the chain is xt [given the fact that the distribution of x t is p t(x,)], and, in the same manner, sxlxo is the distribution probability of x0 knowing that at time 1 the position of the chain is x t [given the fact that the distribution of x t is q 1 (x 1)]. Then the same computation proves that where S(r,,,*ls,,,*)=-C rXIXo log hso. 2) is known in the information theory context, the matter we now discuss appears more relevant to physical and chemical systems as such. To the extent that similar or weaker results are known, they arise in the statistical mechanics literature. As we proceed, we shall give references wherever appropriate. In any case the results we now derive are not contained in Ref. 23 . We shall see that they are completely general and do not refer to any special feature of the physical or chemical systems we consider.
As above, our system is described by a state space X and its evolution can be represented by a stochastic matrix R,, (which is the probability of a transition y-+x in a unit time step At We again consider a state ps(x) near the stationary state, and for simplicity we drop the S index. We note that p(x) =Fb)exp(~nb) + a2432(x) +. -*I.
We consider at time step At (one time step) the evolution of p, namely
but here we shall find the difference between these two entropies. We can write 
We shall study a lower bound for this quantity. To do this, we maximize the quantity
and (~t);=O. [The last condition is a consequence of
To find this maximum, we introduce a Lagrange multiplier p for the constraint (rp:);= 1 and we assume that 50, has been found. Then, for any variation cpt + it, we must have
Rearranging, the factor of E*(X) must vanish identically, so that
Denote M='R (so MXY= Ryx). We notice that the adjoint M* of M for the scalar product, (uIw)p=C Ftxbtx>*wtx>, (2.9) is just and so Eq. Now in the variational problem above, we considered an eigenvector cpi that is orthogonal to the trivial eigenvector (1) (because we imposed (cpi),-=O). So, we have proved that S(p(.,Ar)lp3-S(plp3~~(S250:),-(1--Ccmax), (2.12) where hax is the maximal eigenvalue of MM* corresponding to an eigenvector cp, orthogonal to the trivial eigenvector { 1). It remains to prove that hax<l. Suppose that u(x) is an eigenvector of eigenvalue 1 but different from the trivial eigenvector (1); thus V(X) is orthogonal to { 1) for the scalar product ( I ),-,
But F(x)#O for all x, so that at least one v(x) must be negative. As a consequence, we obtain from the preceding inequality a strict inequality, or finally
which is a contradiction Remark I: All this assumes that F(X) f0 for all x because we need to define ~/F(X) for all X. This is the case if R is irreducible. If R is reducible, one can sometimes introduce small matrix elements to make it irreducible while preserving its essential features, as in Ref. In general, we see that the relevant operator is MM" and not M2= ('R)2.
E. The notion of excess work
The notion of excess work has been introduced by Ross, Hunt, and Hunt" and'we can give a meaning to it in our abstract setting.
We start from a stationary state j?(x) (and as usual the stochastic matrix, R). We can do two things.
(i) We force a variation of the state j7 (by an external process) so that we have a displaced
The relative cost in entropy for doing this is s(PlFI--f c&.4~~~
as we know from Eq. (2.5).
(ii) We start from a certain state q, 
The excess work W,,, is given by (see Ref. 10) w,,,=S(q(.,Ar)lp^)-S(q(.)I~+S(plp^) Notice that if R satisfies detailed balance, we have seen that
and so, because 'R --( 'R)220, because 'R has eigenvalue less than or equal to 1, we have which is exactly Ross' result in our abstract context. Remark: Ross et al. derive this result for the stochastic matrix corresponding to a master equation of a linear chemical system, in which case it is known that the master equation satisfies detailed balance. This is not the case for nonlinear chemical reactions. But we still have an expression for the excess work, in general.
Remark: For a stochastic matrix S that ,is self-adjoint with respect to a scalar product, it is clear that Moreover, to prove that the excess work is positive, we would have to prove that M + M* -2MM* is a positive matrix self-adjoint with respect to the scalar product ( I )p.
III. PATH ENTROPIES AND DISSIPATION TO MAINTAIN THE STATIONARY STATE
To maintain a system in a nonequilibrium state against an equilibrated environment, it is necessary to dissipate energy. We introduce measures for the rate of dissipation of free energy.
A. Absolute path entropy (a) Measure on a space of paths. Let X be our usual state space. A path up to time T( T= n At) is a sequence r={xo ,x1 ,.. .,xr} of points in X. A path is then a sequence of transformations. For example, a Carnot cycle or a biochemical cycle will be realized by closed paths.
If p is an initial distribution, we define a probability measure pCL(RVP)($ on the space of paths by the formula dRTp)( r> = RxTXr.m ,R+ ,xTm2* * *Rx,x$txo). In particular, if p =F, a(TIR,ac(T+ l)Stfi.
B. Relative entropy on paths
The preceding concept involved the transition matrix R alone and, as such, did not measure the cost of the process R itself. Now, to quantify the extra dissipation needed to maintain a nonequilibrium state in a larger environment, we represent the action of this environment on our system by a stochastic matrix W satisfying the detailed balance. Namely, under the influence of W, the system X relaxes to an equilibrium state peq and we assume that for all x,y,
On the path space of X, we can consider the measure pCRSp), as well as the measures p(w,qf, ( W,P,) P . The extra dissipation needed to maintain the R-dynamics in the larger equilibrium environment where action on the system is given by W is represented by the relative path entropy:
This can be rewritten using our basic quantity, S(plq), the relative entropy of Eq. (2.1),
y=path to T p(R*P)( y)log W'Pr-'"*;'xo .
XflT-, "' xlxO Analysis of 97 In the preceding equation, the second term is and so, this is positive or zero because Cx,+,R, n+1-% = 1. Let us define C. The minimal rate of dissipation of a given state
In this section, we start with a given E (in a detailed balance dynamics W) and we want to build an R-dynamics for which p is stationary but that minimizes the dissipation of energy with respect to an underlying detailed balance dynamics W. The rate of dissipation is A,.Y( R,F, W). We define, as in Eq. Then, we see that R,,=O when WY,=0 (this is our ansatz anyway), and R,,= Wyx exp(p,-ox>, (3.14)
when W,,#O, so that we can always use Eq. (3.14). Using (3.14), we can compute the rate of dissipation kV'VGWl=~ Wyx exp(fyx)fyx~x). In this section, we consider an equilibrium state peq with its detailed balance dynamics given by the matrix W. We further consider a nonequilibrium state F, which is close to peq, whose dynamics are given by a (non-detailed-balance) stochastic matrix R, close to W. We fix the notation as follows: We consider the three terms above, Moreover, { @LL'} form an orthonormal basis for the equilibrium scalar product pq (because 'W is self&joint for this scalar product due to detailed balance). It follows that st~.,At)lp,)-S(~.)Ip,)= f 2 lc,121(1 +x,)12t1-Ix~I) II and IAI~R,~W)I = ; F Ic,12( I -lx;l).
Because O~]k,l~l, we see that we always have (3.27)
The interpretation of this inequality is clear. If we start with the stationary state pand switch off the R dynamics (so that pI starts to evolve by the detailed balance dynamics toward p,,), the dissipation is less than four times the cost to maintain p using the dynamics in the larger environment (acting with W) on the system.
IV. FLUCTUATION AND DISSIPATION FOR SLOW VARIABLES
A. The macroscopic entropy
Fast and slow variables
Usually, a system with state space X is characterized by a small number of "slow" variables and by other "fast" variables. Such variables can be distinguished in terms of the eigenvalues of the master equation, i.e., in our case, in terms of the eigenvalues of the stochastic matrix R. Essentially, the slow variables are functions f on X, such that their set of values {fx} (x E X) can be decomposed on left eigenvectors of the matrix R associated with eigenvalues of R very close to 1 (but not equal to 1).
In this section, we shall assume that the system is characterized by only one slow variable A,(x EX) taking values a,~',... . We shall denote by u the other coordinates, so that a point x in X is identified with a couple (a,~), with a=A(x).
Reduced description
At this point, it is customary to describe the system by the variable A alone. This is the reduced or macroscopic description, which is a coarse grained description of the full description by ( LZ, u) . We also must change the time scale, because in the time scale At (of the R dynamics), A does not evolve in an appreciable manner. So the relevant time scale becomes much longer, and the general idea is that, relative to this longer time scale, A varies but u readjusts itself instantaneously to its relative stationary distribution. This is the idea of all macroscopic descriptions (see Refs. 1, 6, and 7, among many references).
In our context, we can make this precise in the following way. We start as usual from a stationary state F(X) and we define a reduced (or macroscopic) state p by F(x) = {xex& )= x (1 l Fb(x)= c zv>. u In the case of equilibrium, C(a) is the Einstein entropy. We shall assume now that the average of A in the stationary state is 0. 
Relation to the relative entropy
Let us assume that we have prepared the system in the state jTi(~(x> (the stationary state for the R-dynamics), but that we observe in a particular sample of the system a certain fluctuation of A, so that A takes a value a #O. Then, the probability distribution of the fast variables u, given the fact one observes the fluctuation a of A, is the conditional stationary probability distribution S(dfi= -C(a), (4.6) where X(u) is defined as in Eq. (4.2). We calculate this as follows.
This explains why Z(u) could be taken as a Lyapunov function for the evolution of a. If we wait an appropriate time, a would vary by a small quantity &, while the fast u variables would recover their conditional stationary distribution. Our earlier assumption on time scales is precisely the assumption that such an appropriate time exists. Then the state qa would become qa+&* by the R evolution, the variables u keeping their conditional stationary distribution. Under this circumstance, since qa+6a=Rqa [cf. Eq. (2.4) ]. This implies Iqu+ Su)Gqu).
B. Fluctuation dissipation, in general
The usual near-equilibrium fluctuation dissipation theory is a formal consequence of the fact that a certain state peq is a stationary state of the W evolution: Writing the stationarity of the equilibrium state explicitly leads to an identity that can then be reinterpreted as a physical relation between fluctuation and dissipation (see Refs. 1, 6, 12 , and 25 among many references). In the language of the previous section, if we are in a stationary state, and if we observe an actual fluctuation of A equal to a [this fluctuation has a probability p(u)], then the dissipation induced by the reduction to 0 of this fluctuation is related in a natural way to this fluctuation (in a linear way), the proportionality coefficient being some given "transport" characteristic of the system (see Ref. 23 ).
We will show that it is possible to derive the fluctuation-dissipation theory in our context using the formalism of Sec. IV A. Moreover, our demonstration is not limited to near-equilibrium situations (and gives, in fact, a correction to it, as well as a finite-size effect correction).
There are various ways to derive fluctuation-dissipation theorems, each of which provides, in general, extra information, in particular about the transport or relaxation coefficients. Here we shall relate the "transport" coefficient to the eigenvalues of R. In our abstract context, we shall choose an analog of linear response theory (as presented, for example, in Ref. 25) . We produce the fluctuation of the macroscopic variable A using an external force that modifies the stationary state F
C. Linear response theory: General computation
The general situation is as in Sec. IV A: we distinguish a variable A(x) (x EX) and other variables u, so that x = (a, u) , where a = A(x). Moreover, we have the stationary state F(x) with respect to the R dynamics as usual. We finally assume that A has average 0 in the stationary state [Es. (4. 3)1.
The displaced state
We define, in analogy with the analysis of Sec. II B, a displaced state,
where CY is a small parameter and the ellipses represents higher-order terms in Q. Then Q can be viewed as a "conjugate field," aA being an extra energy (this field is imposed by an external source or observer on which the system does not react). (4.10)
We can also eliminate LY using ECq. (4.9) and get We shall now take for A a slow variable of the system, i.e., a variable that decays in one of the slowest possible modes. One way to do this is to choose for A a left eigenvector of the transfer matrix,R with eigenvalue A near 1 (but not exactly 1). (In fact, for our purposes the essential point is that the eigenvalue associated with A satisfy l>X%>lh'l for all other eigenvalues h'. The closeness of X to 1 is not used significantly.)
First moment
We assume for all y E X, that (4.17) .
The case of detailed balance
When R satisfies detailed balance, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.17) above vanishes identically and
(4.18) Moreover, in this case, we can compute the rate of dissipation in one unit time step At starting from the state pa and using the R dynamics. This is (4.19)
We saw the same result in Sec. II. To see the correspondence, take c+c~=A and notice that M=M* = 'R, so that the ,u eigenvalue of MM* corresponding to ql=A is p=A2.
Fluctuation dissipation
We return to the general (non-detailed-balance) case. If A is decaying slowly, X= 1, and
Moreover, let us compare Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) and let us assume that a(A3);=0. Then eliminating X-1 from both equations, we obtain tNAtkNO)),e (A(w,a . where dB(t) is the white noise force,
In the sense of our development, the "fast variables" are the sources of the noise. The variables x and v are "macroscopic" and "slow. .2 1) is the generalization of the standard fluctuation-dissipation theory in our context. Remark: For initial conditions far from the stationary state, dissipation may be dominated by the friction coefficients, "f ," irrespective of the fluctuations. As such, this way of calculating heat production, etc., will not involve the fluctuations. However, the validity of these mean field calculations (and use off to derive heat production) does not contradict the fluctuation-dissipation theorem because it is a far from stationary-state situation.
The general case
In fact, Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17), even in the detailed balance case, are more precise than the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, because the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (in its usual statement) is the relation (4.21), relating these two quantities. In our case, we have separately derived each of the moments {A (At) -A( O))P, (the dissipation) and ((A (At) -A( 0))2),, (the fluctuation) separately, and related them to the spectrum of the transfer matrix.
contains a correction r of cubic order in A and first order in CY, Notice, also, that if we are away from criticality, both I? and (A3)p would be close to 0.
E. Summary
In a sense, the stand&d fluctuation-dissipation theorem is a tautology; namely, the assertion that the stationary state is a solution of the stationary equation (see Ref. 12) . In our situation, we say more because we compute separately the fluctuation and the dissipation in terms of the spectrum of the transfer matrix and then deduce the relation between the fluctuation and dissipation by eliminating the eigenvalue of the transfer matrix. Still, at our level of abstraction, all these identities can only be tautological. (The physics enters in judging the suitability of the stochastic description and the time scale separation.)
We now summarize our results concerning the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Let A be a slow variable of the system, so AR= XR for a A close to 1; it follows that (A)p = 0. Let P,(X) =fix(x)exp(aA(x) + O(a2)), We thus obtain jluctuation dissipation: .
In this form we have a statement relating changes in a variable as it returns to the steady state ("dissipation") to its spontaneous fluctuations in that steady state. The term "dissipation," suggesting energy flow, may not apply in all applications of this theorem. There will nonetheless be inequalities relating this "dissipation" to changes in the relative entropy that we have defined.
Another ( F. Generalization to the case of n slow variables
Entropy
Let us now assume that one can find n slow variables A 1 ,...,A, for the R dynamics. Take these such that and we define a function C(a , ,..., a,)= -log F(Ul)..., a,).
As before (Sec. IV A), we have Wal ,...,a,)= -stq,lp3, 4nb) = ~~ 9 S(Ai(x)-Uj), and C will be a Lyapunov function for the evolution of ~~,...,a,.
General linear response theory
We is a right eigenvector of R with eigenvalue A. When applied to the above equations and use is made of the orthogonality of the left and right eigenvectors of R, this implies a diagonal susceptibility matrix. In effect this says that choosing left eigenvectors of R as the slow variables chooses the macroscopic variables to be in a form diagonalizing the susceptibility.
G. Onsager reciprocity relations for nonequilibrium states
We consider a stationary state j7 for a stochastic matrix R, and we consider the observables A, ,...,A,, with (Al)p= 0.
As usual, we define ~~=jYexp(Ccr,A~+***), and it follows that In general, the matrix L, is not symmetric. However, when (R,p?) satisfies detailed balance, R,&(y) = R,,F(x), one can immediately see that Lkj' Ljk . Thus, an absence of detailed balance in R is manifested at the macroscopic level.
V. A PATH SUMMATION FORMULA FOR THE STATIONARY STATE
A. Expresslon of the stationary state in term of determinants We consider a general N X N matrix A. Let us suppose that X0 is a nondegenerate eigenvalue of A and consider the right eigenvector u and the left eigenvector u of A of eigenvalue A,, so that Au=X,,u, vA=X,,u. We normalize u,u so that
Moreover, call M(X)ij the minor of the element (i,j) in the matrix M-A and C(X) the characteristic polynomial of A. Then one has the following identity: (5.2) This identity is derived in Appendix A, but can also be found in Ref. 26. We apply this formula to a stochastic matrix R and to its eigenvalue 1, which we assume nondegenerate. The right eigenvector is the stationary state Fj and the left eigenvector is ui= 1 for all i. The normalization condition of Eq. (5.1) is the normalization of the stationary state. Then Eq. (5.2) reduces to (5.3) In particular, it is convenient to set i=j and arrive at _ Mii(l)
Pi=dc ( 1)ldX .
Using the normalization condition, we deduce the following identity:
(this is a kind of partition function formula) and Mii( l) pi=ZIN_ lMjj ( 1) B. Tree summation formula for the stationary state
We shall now state and derive a "tree integral" formula for the stationary state from Eq. (5.5). This result has been independently discovered on several occasions (including by us); we will include our derivation, since the result is not known in the physics literature and is of interest for our statistical mechanics application. See Refs. 27-29, which may also be consulted for some of our tree-theory terminology.
We consider a stochastic matrix R of size N. Consider also the set of states {l,.. .,N} and among these points, we mark one point, say j,, which we call the root. We can define a spanning tree of root j, as an oriented tree of root j, (the orientation going from the leaves to the root), such that any state 1 G k C N is a vertex of the tree.
We call Tj such a tree. Now, any edge (k,l) of TJ such that (k,l) is oriented from k to 1 is labeled by R,, . The weight of the tree Tj is defined by
We have the following result:
The minor Mij of -1 'Rjj in -I + R vor an N X N stochastic matrix R) is given by
where the sum is taken over ull spanning trees T/ with root j, as defined above. We shall prove this result in Sec. V D, but we can immediately make a number of comments: (i) Apart from the overall (-l)'-', M, is given by a sum of positive terms. (ii) Mjj is homogeneous of degree N-1 with respect to the {Rkl} (for k f I). (iii) In a given term, W( Tj), for a fixed Tj , a given R,, does not appear twice. Moreover, one cannot have within a particular W(Tj) a product of the type RikRlk t but one Can have terms like RkiRkt. Finally, one cannot have closed loops like Ri,i,Ri i .
Thi Lroofs of these statements are a direct consequence of the definition of a tree and of the weight W associated with it.
(i) Is obvious.
(ii) Is a consequence of the fact that a spanning tree for a set of N points has N-1 edges.
(iii) It is obvious that a given R,, appears at most once in a W( Tj). Moreover, since W( Tj) is constructed by taking the product of the R,, , starting from the leaves and following the edges up to the root j, it is clear that one cannot have a term R,,R,, (this would mean that the vertex k has two fathers in the tree), but one can have RaiR,,, (when i and 1 are sons of the same father n).
Finally, we see that Eq. (5.5) has a natural meaning when we use the calculation of Mjj given in Eq. (5.7). The stationary probability of the state j is obtained by summing over all oriented paths leading from various points of the state space to the point j, quantities that are, for each path, the product of the elements R,, that one encounters along the oriented path. Moreover, these paths may have several irreducible components leading to j, and they contain no loop. This is why such an oriented reducible path leading to j, is, in fact, a tree with root j. Let us now assume that Eq. (5.9) holds for any closed cycle and prove that detailed balance holds. To fix everything, take i= 1, j=2 and consider a tree of the type T,. In this tree, there is a certain (unique) oriented path y(T,) leading from 2 to 1, and this path has a certain length, Ir T,) has N-1 edges, as we have seen]. These edges form a disjoint union of oriented trees with roots on the path tiT,) and with their other vertices outside y(T,) (this union of disjoint trees is a "forest").
Conversely, given a directed path y leading from 2 to 1, and a forest F of trees having their roots in y and their other vertices outside y and with a total number of edges N-1 --Id, the union of y and F is a spanning oriented tree with root 1. This means that one can write We shall prove something slightly more general. In the following, Latin indices run from 1 to N and Greek indices run from 1 to p. We consider b,i and Uij (i #j) to be positive numbers. (For emphasis, numerical values taken by Greek indices are underlined. We make this distinction because at a later stage we will need to deal with switches between one sort of index and the other.)
We define the following determinant: It is obvious that if all bs are zero, this determinant is zero because the sum of all lines is zero. Moreover, DN(b,u) is a homogeneous function of degree N of the bs and the us. We now consider the set {I,...,p}U{l ,...,N}, and for each (Y we consider an oriented tree T, with root (Y and with other vertices in jl,...,N}. To any oriented edge (k,l) or (n, cu) of T,, we associate the late1 ufk or b,, . We define (5.14)
We call a spanning forest a union of disjoint trees {Ta) for c~=i,...,p as before, such that all other vertices 1SiGN belong to a tree T, of the forest (and then to a unique one), WF)=F=$ l WT,), a (5.15) with the convention that, if T, contains no edge, W( T,) = 1. In particular, a spanning forest has N edges.
The main result of this section is that D,(bd)=(-l'"? W(F), (5.16) where the sum is taken on all spanning forests, as defined before. because they correspond to terms in the same CO~UIIXI of D,(b,u) . By symmetry, we can consider only the terms containing bll as a factor. Such a term is obviously -b,,de, But the determinant multiplying -bl, is a determinant of the type DN-, (b',u') , where now the In this case a spanning forest for {1}U{l,...,N-2) having its root at j and other indices at points k # j is exactly a spanning tree with root at j.
